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Come down via slope
from the carpark or the
walkways

Rojak of Old & New

Commonwealth Ave
Bus stop B03
74, 91,95, 100, 105,106,
111,147, 185,191,196,
198,200

Between the tall and gleaming one-North Business
Park and high-rise Queensway flats, the colonial
buildings of Wessex and older generation HDB flats
have their own charm. Perhaps, we can find ways
to integrate the new and old, for a better
tomorrow…

New MRT viaduct
flies over former
railway tracks

Buona Vista
MRT

From Buona Vista to Queensway Rd
junction

Scarlet and blue
dragonflies
spotted at pond
Brains at work! Three
shortcuts, by the
building, the drain and
behind Blk 79 Last one
has a steep slope,
watch your step!

(ver 1.0 as at 3Jully 2011)

Approx distance: 2 km
(choice to walk further southwards to
Jln Hang Jebat +400m, or Bt Merah+1.5km, or
even Tg Pagar +4.5km)

Commonwealth
MRT

Set aside at least 1.5 to 2 hrs for this trip
Difficulty: 2 / 5 – Relatively easy, some shade
provided by trees…but your shoes will complain!
Better and flatter walking path pls!

Abadoned building (with
graffiti), remains of a concrete
platform… what do you think?
Errrgh! Track kill! Skeletal remains
of an animal split into 2 on the
track (still there as at 3 Jul’11)

Lots of crossings possible behind
the HDB flats and Hindu temple…
But 3 obvious man-made paths
leading to Wessex are behind
C’wealth Dr Blks 55, 68 and 76

Detour to view the
conserved Church of
Blessed Sacrament and its
unique blue slate roof,
shaped like folds of a tent.

Wessex

Queenstown
MRT

Take the opportunity to
capture some nice shots of the
colonial era buildings and HDB flats
too (but respect residents’ privacy!)

Via the zebra crossing,
underpass and bash
through grass at the
southern side of the
abandoned buildings

Make a detour to take shots
from the road bridges (red
light crossings available)
above the railway tracks.

Queensway:
Bus stops B04, B01/B02
51 (Q’town MRT), 100, 196,
198 (C’wealth MRT) 61, 93,
123,147,153, 855, 961

Abandoned buildings..
a padlocked storage
house.. a shrine..
Detour to view the colonial
era buildings along Jln Hang
Jebat and the mosque by the
rail corridor.
Walk some 400m from bus stops at
Queensway; or
Drive in via Jln Hang Jebat (don’t miss
entrance off Portsdown Ave) or the
defunct Queens’ Crescent
* This is only a guide on the possible walking route, pls take care of
your own safety, and check the public transport available.
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Alexandra
Hospital

Look for an opening in the
fence to get out, or you can
continue on past factories,
HDB flats… all the way to
before Tg Pagar Railway
station (another 3km)

